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• What is the aim of a SMP?

– The aim of a shoreline management plan is to provide the basis for 

sustainable coastal defence policies within a coastal sediment cell.

• The key components and their inter-relationships considered are:

– the coastal processes,

– the coastal defences,

– land use and the human and built environment,

– the natural environment.

• SMP policies and policy options set the direction of travel for a more 

sustainable coast but do not guarantee funding or delivery.

• Any scheme or coastal works are expected to be in accordance with the 

relevant SMP in order to be considered for approval and funding.

• Shoreline Management Planning is ongoing.

What is a Shoreline Management Plan?



• 1993 to 1995 – MAFF develop and publish guidance for first generation SMPs, based on littoral cells. 

• 1995 to 1999 – 39 SMP1s developed covering England and Wales.

• Set policy for 50 year planning horizon, as either:

– One policy for 50 years

– Short term (yr 0 to yr 5/10) and long term (yr 5/10 to yr 50).

• Policy options applied:

– Do nothing

– Hold the existing defence line

– Advance the existing defence line

– Retreat the existing defence line

– Selective hold the line*

– Selective retreat the line*

*not in the MAFF guidance, but additional ones added by certain SMPs.

• SMP1s relevant to the Dorset coast:

– Poole & Christchurch Bays SMP1 (Durlston Head to Hurst Spit) – 1999

– Portland Bill to Durlston Head – 1998 

– Lyme Bay & South Devon (Portland Bill to Rame Head) – 1998. 

The First Generation SMPs (SMP1)



• Key changes from SMP1:

– Policy set over 100 year planning horizon

– Define one of 4 policies:

• No Active Intervention

• Managed Realignment

• Hold the Line

• Advance the Line.

– Policy defined in each of 3 epochs:

• 0-20 years (2005-2025)

• 20-50 years (2025-2055)

• 50-100 years (2055-2105).

– Some SMP1s combined >> now 22 SMP2s cover England and 

Wales, including the three pilot SMP2s. 

• SMP2s relevant to Dorset:

– Poole & Christchurch Bays SMP2 (Durlston Head to Hurst Spit) –

adopted 2011 (SMP 15).

– South Devon & Dorset SMP2 (Durlston Head to Rame Head) –

adopted 2011 (SMP 16).

Second Generation SMPs (SMP2s)



Second Generation SMPs (SMP2s)



Second Generation SMPs (SMP2s)



Second Generation SMPs (SMP2s)



• SMPs mainly remain sound documents outlining the ‘most appropriate thing’ to do at the shoreline, 

• But, changes have occurred since 2011, such as:

– new guidance, legislation & environmental designations

– changes in coastal evolution/management & more monitoring data

– New coastal strategies and schemes.

• Also, we are now coming towards end of 1st epoch – are we ‘epoch 2 ready’?

SMP Refresh – Why is it needed?
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Think about shoreline management plans as having three key components:

a) where we are at the moment;

b) where we are trying to get to;

c) how we will transition from ‘a’ to ‘b’ (where applicable).



• Aims of the SMP Refresh:

– Provide guidance on how SMPs can incorporate new knowledge, legislation etc.

– Improve overall quality, deliverability, and consistent application of key principles across SMPs, but 

recognising local nuances

– Ensure SMPs remain technically robust but adaptable to future change

– Promote the principle that SMPs should be ‘living’ and provide a clearly defined route-map with actions to 

be ‘epoch-2 ready’ and enable delivery of the policies over the coming decades

• This is not SMP3 and it will not change policies, short cut the SMP policy change process or take away any 

local ownership or decisions on SMPs. 

• SMP Refresh Framework is therefore:

– Not a fundamental appraisal of SMP management policies – nor a complete abandonment of epochs;

– Rather, moving forward and evolving the delivery framework;

– In doing so, being able to apply new knowledge and introduce trigger levels to inform timings.

SMP Refresh – What it is and is not



• SMP Refresh is both a Project and a Process:

SMP Refresh – Approach 
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SMP Refresh – Next Steps (locally)

• Re-establish / re-invigorate SMP Governance 

Groups

– BCP Council lead on SMP 15.

– Teignbridge District Council lead on SMP 16.

• Review Health Checks and decide about next steps 

to address findings with Coastal Groups / SMP 

groups >> make progress!

• Identify more broadly what needs to be done, when 

and how, including:

– Wider engagement.

– Assign expanded policy sub-categories to all 

policy units.

– Produce updated action plans and status 

tracker.

– Define adaptation pathways and triggers to 

monitor.



SMP 15 Activities – Ongoing & beyond 2023

• Implementing SMP2 policy in SMP 15 area has been ongoing prior to 

SMP-R and will continue beyond it:

– FCERM Strategies

• Poole Bay, Harbour & Wareham (2014)

• Christchurch Bay & Harbour (currently being developed)

– FCERM Schemes, e.g.

• Poole Bay Beach Management Scheme inc. HHLG upgrade (ongoing)

• Poole Bridge to Hunger Hill Tidal Defence Scheme (ongoing)

• Swanage Town Centre Coastal Flood Defence Scheme (ongoing)

• Potential schemes in Christchurch Bay and Harbour (following Strategy).

– Beach Management Plans (BMPs) – new and updated.

– Regular Asset Inspections driving Ongoing Maintenance Works.

– Continuation of SE Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme.

– R&D to improve evidence for sustainable FCERM decisions, e.g.

• SCOPAC Storms Analysis and Coastal Landfills Studies.

• SMP-wide Beach Management Study.
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Beach Management in Poole & Christchurch Bays

• A long history of beach management being 

used as part of the coast protection system in 

the two bays.

• SMP policy of HTL is to continue to defend for 

the foreseeable future assuming beach 

management can continue as historically.

• But HTL could also be achieved in different 

ways, such as:

– Change the required sediment grading for 

beach renourishment to be coarser than 

present.

– Change the coast protection approach to a 

more hard-engineered system, with larger 

seawalls and / or rock revetments.



SMP-wide Beach Management Study

• Management of beaches in Poole Bay and 

Christchurch Bay has risen in cost whilst the 

availability of appropriate material has reduced. 

• Climate change and development adds further 

pressure to manage the coast in these areas which 

effectively are part of a shared sediment system.

• In 2015, coastal engineers from these areas met with 

the CCO and Environment Agency to discuss joint 

working, to be enhanced by development of a 

regional numerical model that could support coastal 

engineering works across this region. 

• In 2016, the Environment Agency approved a project 

comprising £270k Grant in Aid and a £50k 

contribution of staff time across the authorities. 



• That FDGiA funded project provided:

– Deployment of 9 in-situ Acoustic Wave And Current (AWAC) recording devices to record field data.

– HR Wallingford development, calibration and validation of numerical models:

• Coupled flow model (TELEMAC-2D) 

• Wave model (TOMAWAC)

• Sediment transport (SISYPHE). 

– Refinement and handover of model to BCP (for future use).

– Preparation of summary report to close out project >> improved evidence of sediment transport!

• Now >> Developing forward plan to progress towards sustainable use of sediment resources in both bays >> evolved 

to be the Durlston to Hurst Sediment Resource Management Programme.

SMP-wide Beach Management Study



BCP Mission statement here 

Questions?

Email: coastal@bcpcouncil.gov.uk

Website: Poole & Christchurch Bays Coastal and Flood Risk Management (twobays.net)

mailto:coastal@bcpcouncil.gov.uk
https://twobays.net/

